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Earthˈs surface, limited vertical extent, and low radar reﬂectivity. The joint European-Japanese Earth Clouds,
Aerosol and Radiation Explorer (EarthCARE) mission is scheduled for launch in 2019 and features the ﬁrst
atmospheric Cloud Proﬁling Radar (CPR) with Doppler capability in space. Here the performance of the CPR in
(i) detecting these clouds and their boundaries and (ii) measuring the Doppler velocities of drizzle particles is
evaluated. Extensive observations from the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Mobile Facility in marine
stratus regimes are used as input to an EarthCARE CPR simulator and to compare the resulting reﬂectivity
factors, Doppler velocities, and cloud detections. Cloud detection of the CPR is 70–80% that of the
ground-based radars, depending upon integration length and feature mask conﬁguration. For clouds entirely
contained within the surface clutter, detection is limited but is predicted to be an order of magnitude greater
for the EarthCARE CPR than for CloudSat due to the improved range sampling rate of the former. The
EarthCARE-CPR range resolution is found to introduce cloud top height and reﬂectivity biases of +100 m
(equal to the range sampling rate) and +1.3 dB; by applying a constrained linear inversion to the range
resolution, these are reduced to 30 m and 0.1 dB, respectively. The analysis indicates that a velocity
uncertainty of 0.5 ms 1 is achievable through either a 5 km along-track integration or a combination of
matched spatial ﬁlters and 1 km along-track integration.

1. Introduction
Marine stratiform clouds play a critical role in Earthˈs radiation budget and hydrological cycle and therefore in
present and future climate model simulations. Their inﬂuence on Earthˈs climate can be attributed to their
vast horizontal coverage, their ability to strongly reﬂect incoming shortwave radiation [Hartmann et al.,
1992], and their regulating effect on the marine boundary layer structure through drizzle and turbulence
production [Stevens et al., 2003]. Evaluation of marine stratus representation in climate models requires
large-scale, long-term observational data sets. Such observations are challenging to conduct from groundbased platforms. Thus, spaceborne instruments, which provide global coverage, are key for monitoring the
properties of marine clouds.
Earth Clouds, Aerosol and Radiation Explorer (EarthCARE) is a joint European Space Agency and Japanese
Aerospace Exploration Agency satellite due to launch in 2019 that will carry a Cloud Proﬁling Radar
(CPR), a high-spectral-resolution atmospheric lidar, a broadband radiometer, and a multispectral imager
[Illingworth et al., 2015]. Both independently and synergistically, these instruments will provide proﬁles of
clouds, precipitation, and aerosol properties and top-of-atmosphere radiative ﬂuxes and heating rates.
EarthCARE may be considered the successor to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
Afternoon Train, or A-Train, a formation of Earth Observing Satellites that carry a mix of active and passive
remote sensing instruments. Among these are the Cloud Proﬁling Radar aboard CloudSat [Stephens et al.,
2008] and the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization aboard Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared
Pathﬁnder Satellite Observations [Winker et al., 2009], which have, since their launches in 2006, provided
extensive climatologies of marine boundary layer clouds [e.g., Leon et al., 2008].
©2016. American Geophysical Union.
All Rights Reserved.
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Table 1. Technical Characteristics of the EarthCARE and CloudSat Cloud Proﬁling Radars
Parameter
Frequency (GHz)
Altitude (km)
Antenna diameter (m)
Pulse length (μs)
Range resolution (m)
Vertical sampling rate (m)
Along-track sampling rate (m)
Antenna beam width (deg)
PRF (kHz)
Sensitivity (dBZ)

EC-CPR

CS-CPR

94
393 (mean)
2.5
3.3
500
100
500–1000
0.095
6.1–7.5
36

94
705–732
1.85
3.3
485
240
1100
0.12
3.7–4.3
30

information on not only cloud extent and structure but also vertical motions within clouds and precipitation.
In addition to its Doppler capability, the EC-CPR employs a higher along-range sampling rate (100 m) and
sensitivity ( 36 dBZ) than the CloudSat CPR (CS-CPR) (240 m and 30 dBZ, respectively [Tanelli et al.,
2008]). The enhanced sensitivity of the EC-CPR is primarily due to its lower ﬂying altitude and larger antenna.
A detailed comparison of the technical parameters of the two CPRs is given in Table 1. Despite these improvements, observations from spaceborne radars remain challenging. For instance, both the EC-CPR and CS-CPR
use pulse lengths of 500 m, compared to below 50 m for typical ground-based radars [e.g., Widener and Mead,
2004; Kollias et al., 2007]. A longer pulse length is necessary for spaceborne radars to achieve sufﬁcient
sensitivity while operating at distances of hundreds of kilometers from their targets, but also reduces the
range resolution, particularly in the absence of pulse compression. Uttal and Kropﬂi [2001] investigated the
effect of long pulse lengths (450 m) in the context of spaceborne radar observations by artiﬁcially reducing
the vertical resolution of ground-based radar data and found that this introduced an average reﬂectivity bias
of +4 dB; note, however, that Uttal and Kropﬂi [2001] used nonweighted averaging across the 450 m pulse,
while the range weighting functions of the CS-CPR and EC-CPR weight central reﬂectivities more heavily than
those at pulse edges—as such, reﬂectivity biases in CS-CPR and EC-CPR data are likely smaller than those
reported in Uttal and Kropﬂi [2001]. Vertical smoothing of CPR proﬁles also hampers the accurate deﬁnition
of cloud boundaries; this is a particular problem for observations of marine stratiform clouds, which are thin
(typically less than 500 m, the vertical resolution of the EC-CPR [Wood, 2012]) and therefore susceptible to
proportionally large errors in cloud boundary estimates.
A further effect of the EC-CPR range resolution is that surface clutter—strong reﬂections of radar waves by the
ground—extends into range gates up to 1 km above the ground. These surface echo signals can be several
orders of magnitude stronger than hydrometeor signals, often causing observations of low-lying and
low-reﬂectivity marine stratus clouds to be obscured or biased. Furthermore, precipitation-free marine strati
typically have reﬂectivities close to or below the sensitivity of the EC-CPR, such that many of these clouds will
go undetected even in the absence of surface clutter.
Spaceborne Doppler velocity measurements are affected by these and other factors. In low signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) conditions, random noise will dominate velocity estimates [Kollias et al., 2014]. In addition, the
satelliteˈs motion of 7 km s 1 combined with the EC-CPR antennaˈs beam width will both broaden the
observed Doppler spectra and, in the case of nonuniform beam ﬁlling (NUBF), introduce biases that can reach
several meters per second [Kollias et al., 2014; Tanelli et al., 2002; Schutgens, 2008]. Biases of similar magnitudes are produced by mispointing of the CPR antenna away from the nadir direction by even a few microrad
[Battaglia and Kollias, 2015]. Together, these effects restrict the quality of the CPR reﬂectivity and Doppler
estimates. However, postprocessing methods have the potential to mitigate these errors. For example,
increased along-track integration can reduce random noise errors; reference targets with known velocities,
such as the surface, allow correction for antenna mispointing; and NUBF errors can be corrected for with
knowledge of the along-track reﬂectivity gradient.
The aims of this study are to quantify, in terms of biases and uncertainties, how well the EC-CPR captures
(i) marine stratiform cloud morphology (i.e., reﬂectivity, cloud fraction, and cloud boundaries) and (ii) drizzle
Doppler velocities. We also investigate the effectiveness of postprocessing techniques in reducing these
measurement errors—speciﬁcally, a constrained linear inversion process, similar to those described in
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Schutgens and Donovan [2004] and Galati et al. [1996], applied to the EC-CPR range resolution to retrieve a
high-resolution reﬂectivity proﬁle, and matched spatial ﬁltering, following Sy et al. [2014], to reduce noise
in the EC-CPR Doppler velocity ﬁeld.
To address these questions, ground-based radar observations from two deployments of the U.S.
Department of Energy Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) program [Mather and Voyles, 2013;
Stokes and Schwartz, 1994] in marine stratus cloud regimes are used as input to an EC-CPR simulator.
This outputs synthetic EC-CPR observations of the same scene, which can then be compared with the “true”
ground-based data for a quantitative evaluation of the EC-CPR measurements. The simulator is also
adapted to output CS-CPR observations to provide a direct comparison of the performance of the two
spaceborne radars.
Details of the ground-based radar data and the simulator are presented in section 2. This includes the processing of the simulator output using a feature mask algorithm. In section 3, the simulated EC-CPR results are
presented and compared with the simulator input data and simulated CS-CPR data. The effect of the surface
echo, the horizontal sampling rate, the range resolution, and data processing techniques are discussed, as is
the quality of the EC-CPR velocity estimation.

2. Simulator, Data, and Processing
2.1. Ground-Based Data
Observations from two recent deployments of the ARM Mobile Facility (AMF) are used [Mather and Voyles,
2013]. The ﬁrst is the AMF-1 deployment at Graciosa Island, Azores (GRW) [Rémillard et al., 2012; Wood
et al., 2015]. The second is the AMF-2 Marine ARM Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment Cloud
System Study Paciﬁc Cross-section Intercomparison Investigation of Clouds (MAGIC), in which observations
were carried out aboard the cargo ship Horizon Spirit during several trips between Los Angeles, CA, and
Honolulu, HI [Zhou et al., 2015]. In both deployments, a vertically pointing 95 GHz W-band ARM Cloud
Radar (WACR) [Widener and Mead, 2004] for GRW (and the Marine WACR (M-WACR) in the case of MAGIC)
was deployed alongside several other instruments (e.g., ceilometer and microwave radiometer). The W-band
radars provide estimates of radar reﬂectivity factor, mean Doppler velocity, and spectrum width. The WACR
and M-WACR have sensitivities of 51 dBZ and 40 dBZ, respectively, the difference being due to their
antenna sizes (1.2 m and 0.6 m) and integration times (2 s and 0.2 s). The two radars employ range sampling
rates of 43 m and 21 m, respectively, although a pulse length of 300 ns is used by both.
Approximately 250 h of marine stratiform observations from the two AMF deployments are combined to
produce statistics of the marine stratus scenes in order to evaluate the CPR measurements, although two
example cases, one from each AMF deployment, are presented in detail [Atmospheric Radiation
Measurement (ARM) Climate Research Facility, 2005, 2012]. The GRW case was observed on 29 November
2009 and the MAGIC case on 30 July 2013. Figure 1 displays the ﬁelds of reﬂectivity factor and Doppler
velocity for the two scenes. Both contain drizzle-free and drizzling regions, with cloud thicknesses varying
correspondingly from a few hundred meters (cloud only) to over a kilometer (cloud and drizzle), the latter
often extending into the lowest 1 km above the surface. Reﬂectivity values vary from approximately 10 dBZ
within strong drizzle patches to around 40 dBZ near cloud boundaries. Velocities are generally small,
ranging from close to zero within clouds to magnitudes of 1–2 ms 1 in drizzle.
2.2. Simulator
The CPR simulator used in this study, described in detail in Kollias et al. [2014], produces CPR observations
from ground-based and/or airborne radar data. Observed cloud scenes are ﬁrst converted from a time-height
ﬁeld to an along-track height ﬁeld using local wind speed soundings averaged over the cloud layer. The
simulator then applies to the input data the effects of measurement by the EC-CPR, such as radar receiver
noise; the horizontal and vertical resolutions; along-track integration; and, for the EC-CPR, spectrum
broadening due to satellite motion and Doppler moment estimation that emulates the real-time onboard
processing of EC-CPR signals. In Kollias et al. [2014], the focus was on high-level ice clouds, and thus,
simulation of the surface return was not included. However, the surface echo is an important feature that
restricts the detection of low-level clouds by spaceborne radars [Tanelli et al., 2008]; therefore, for this study,
the surface echo is introduced in the simulator and is described here.
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Figure 1. Time-height ARM radar observations of reﬂectivity factor and Doppler velocity for two AMF deployments in
marine stratus regimes: (a and b) 30 July 2013 (MAGIC) and (c and d) 29 November 2009 (GRW). The upward (downward)
vertical velocities are assumed positive (negative).

The proﬁle of the surface echo is determined by the normalized cross section of the Earthˈs surface and the
combined effect of the radarˈs range weighting function and receiver bandwidth. For the EC-CPR, a best
approximation of the clear-sky surface return is produced by convolving the estimated point response function of the EC-CPR with the surface reﬂectivity. Variability of the surface return due to heterogeneous surface
conditions, attenuation of the radar signal through the atmosphere, and changes in satellite altitude, which
moves the surfaceˈs position within the range gate it intersects, have not been included in the EC-CPR
simulator. This therefore constitutes a best-case scenario, where the only variation in the surface return is
due to ﬁnite-sampling errors of the radar.
In the case of the CS-CPR, the average clear-sky surface return over ocean can be deduced from the
CloudSat 2B-GEOPROF reﬂectivity product. However, to allow a comparison of the performance of
the two radars under the same conditions, the EC-CPR surface echo proﬁle is reused for the CS-CPR
simulations. This is reasonable as the two radars share a similar pulse length and range weighting function
(a comparison of the simulated EC-CPR and actual CS-CPR clear-sky reﬂectivity proﬁles, both after clutter
reduction, is displayed in Figure 2). An ideal surface echo EC-CPR proﬁle is also considered, in which the
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surface clutter has been entirely suppressed above 500 m. This scenario is
used to provide an upper bound to
the EC-CPR receiver ﬁlter performance
and to evaluate future spaceborne
radar systems that could employ such
ideal ﬁlters (contrasting with the aforementioned range resolution inversion
and matched spatial ﬁltering, which
are readily applicable to EC-CPR data).
This proﬁle is also plotted in Figure 2.
In the simulator, the mean Doppler
velocity of the surface is assumed zero
(valid under the condition that antenna
mispointing has been sufﬁciently
corrected for) and a narrow spectrum
1
Figure 2. Actual CS-CPR and estimated EC-CPR average clear-sky surface width (0.5 ms ) assigned, as the main
return reﬂectivity proﬁles (after clutter and noise subtraction) and a
contributor to Doppler spectral broadreduced surface echo EC-CPR proﬁle in which the clutter has been
ening is introduced later in the simucompletely suppressed above 500 m.
lator. When concurrent (within the
lowest 1 km), the WACR and surface clutter moments are combined to produce the total observed
radar moments.
The simulator outputs estimates of reﬂectivity factor, mean Doppler velocity, and spectrum width based on
pulse pair processing [Doviak and Zrnic, 1993] every 20–25 m of along-track displacement of the EC-CPR.
These estimates are subsequently integrated horizontally to 500 m to reduce the impact of the receiver noise
and satellite motion. Additional integration up to 10 km is performed in order to evaluate the quality of the
measurements. The simulated Doppler velocities are corrected for NUBF according to the along-track reﬂectivity gradient method [Kollias et al., 2014].
2.3. Feature Mask and Processing
Since this study is concerned with the detection of weak targets often embedded in the surface clutter, it is
necessary to introduce the feature mask (FM) detection algorithm that is similar to that proposed for the
EC-CPR. The FM algorithm takes as input the raw-simulated EC-CPR signals described in section 2.2 and
indicates sampling volumes which contain radar signal returns that are statistically signiﬁcantly higher than
the background signal (receiver noise, atmospheric noise, and surface clutter).
The ﬁrst step in the FM is the calculation of the mean and standard deviation of the noise in echo-free (i.e.,
surface clutter- and cloud-free) returns within each EC-CPR proﬁle. The Hildebrand and Sekhon [1974] method
of noise estimation is used to determine these echo-free radar range gates. The mean +1, 2, or 3 standard
deviations (hereafter referred to as 1–3σ) are then used as a dynamic threshold for hydrometeor detection
in subsequent processing. Range gates in which the signal power is higher than the threshold are classiﬁed
as signiﬁcant and the rest as nonsigniﬁcant returns. The mean noise is then subtracted from the reﬂectivity
proﬁle. Extensive sensitivity tests that illustrate the effects of the choice of the threshold value are shown in
section 3.
Surface clutter identiﬁcation is the next step in the FM algorithm. Given the strength of the surface return
relative to the background noise, range gates in approximately the lowest 1 km will be uniformly marked
as signiﬁcant in the previous step. In CloudSat data, surface clutter identiﬁcation is performed by comparing
the observed proﬁle to a reference clear-sky proﬁle. If the observed return power is above the 99th percentile
of surface returns at that height, the signal at that range gate is classiﬁed as signiﬁcant and the surface
component of the signal is subtracted [Marchand et al., 2008; Tanelli et al., 2008]. Here a similar method is
used, with average surface returns produced from clear-sky regions within each case. In each proﬁle, if the
signal power in a range gate is greater than the mean surface signal at that level +3 standard deviations of
the surface signal, the volume is classiﬁed as signiﬁcant; otherwise, the volume is marked as nonsigniﬁcant.
The average surface proﬁle is then subtracted.
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Figure 3. Simulated EC-CPR reﬂectivity ﬁelds of the (a, c, and e) GRW and (b, d, and f) MAGIC example cases: (Figures 3a and
3b) prior to any processing, (Figures 3c and 3d) after noise and clutter subtraction, and (Figures 3e and 3f) after application of
the feature mask algorithm. Masked reﬂectivity ﬁelds are produced at a 1 km integration using a 3σ detection threshold.

Finally, a 2-D (along-track and along-range) ﬁlter is applied, similar to that used for CloudSat data [Marchand
et al., 2008]. This runs a box, sized 3 by 3 resolution volumes, over the entire ﬁeld [e.g., Clothiaux et al., 1995].
At each point, if more than half-plus-one of the surrounding volumes are classed as signiﬁcant in the previous
mask, then the central point is also marked as signiﬁcant. If fewer than this are signiﬁcant, the central point is
classed as nonsigniﬁcant. This ﬁlter is applied iteratively twice primarily with the aim of reducing both false
positives. Any volumes with a negative power are marked as nonsigniﬁcant. For simulated CS-CPR data,
the mask procedure is adapted to match the 2B-GEOPROF mask described in Marchand et al. [2008]. Only
mask values of 20, deﬁned as a weak detection that may be an artifact of spatial correlation, or greater are
used throughout the CS-CPR analysis in this study.
Following application of the FM algorithm, a range resolution inversion is applied to the reﬂectivity ﬁeld to
retrieve relatively high-resolution proﬁles. This process requires knowledge of the form of the EC-CPR range
weighting function and range oversampling, as performed by the EC-CPR; as such, this technique is not
applicable to CS-CPR data, which comprises a lower range sampling rate relative to its resolution. Matched
spatial ﬁlters are applied to the EC-CPR Doppler velocity ﬁeld as an alternative to along-track integration
for the reduction of noise errors. The adaptive spatial ﬁlters are optimized for each cloud scene according
to Sy et al. [2014]. The speciﬁcs of these techniques are described in the supporting information accompanying this article, and their results are discussed in section 3.

3. Results
Simulated EC-CPR reﬂectivity ﬁelds for the two sample cases (Figure 1) are depicted in Figure 3. The raw ECCPR reﬂectivity ﬁeld (prior to application of the FM algorithm), followed by the reﬂectivity after noise subtraction and surface clutter reduction, and ﬁnally the EC-CPR results after applying the FM algorithm are
displayed in each column. The results in Figure 3 are produced using a 1 km horizontal integration and a
signiﬁcant detection threshold of 3σ. In both the GRW and MAGIC input reﬂectivity ﬁelds (Figure 1), there
are many drizzle-free regions, characterized by relatively low reﬂectivities and thicknesses of only a few
hundred meters. The signals here are generally close to or below the level of the noise and therefore are
undetected in the masked EC-CPR result. Increasing the along-track integration (e.g., to 5–10 km) reduces
the effective noise level, making many of these weak cloud signals detectable, though at the expense of a
reduced horizontal resolution. Alternatively, the signal threshold for detection in the FM algorithm may be
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Table 2. Detected Cloud Fraction of the EC-CPR and CS-CPR Relative to the Ground-Based WACR
Detection
Estimated (%)
Actual (%)
No surface (%)
Surface only (%)

EC-CPR 1 km, 1σ

EC-CPR 1 km, 2σ

EC-CPR 1 km, 3σ

CS-CPR

96
79
82
26

93
73
76
22

91
68
70
22

87
47
49
1

lowered while maintaining the integration length. Surface clutter can be seen in Figure 3 as the horizontal
banding in the lowest 1 km of the nonmasked reﬂectivity ﬁelds. Even after surface clutter reduction
(Figures 3c and 3d), below 700–800 m, the surface echo is stronger than the majority of the hydrometeor
returns by several decibel. Subsequently, at these heights, the extraction of meteorological signals is
challenging. The effects of the surface echo and feature mask conﬁguration (integration length and signiﬁcant detection threshold) on the EC-CPR-derived cloud statistics are evaluated in section 3.1.
3.1. Impact of Sampling Volume, Signiﬁcant Detection Threshold, and Surface Echo
Cloud detection of the EC-CPR may be approximated as the proportion of WACR cloud proﬁles (averaged
along track to the EC-CPR sampling rate) that have a maximum reﬂectivity greater than the EC-CPR sensitivity.
However, this approach overestimates EC-CPR cloud detection by not accounting for the range resolution
(which reduces peak reﬂectivities) and the limited range sampling rate. The estimated and actual cloud
fractions of the EC-CPR and CS-CPR are given in Table 2 as percentages of the WACR cloud fraction. The
actual detections are signiﬁcantly lower than those estimated using a reﬂectivity threshold. This effect is
ampliﬁed for the CS-CPR, which features the same range resolution as the EC-CPR but a lower range sampling
rate. It is important to note that, because these results are produced relative to the WACR, they do not
account for clouds that are undetected by the ground-based radars but that may be detected through,
e.g., lidar observations.
The effect of the surface echo on detected cloud fraction is analyzed by separating proﬁles into those in
which the cloud is entirely immersed in the surface returns (i.e., WACR cloud top height is lower than
1 km) and those at least partially above the surface clutter. The EC-CPR detects between one ﬁfth and one
quarter of the clouds located entirely within the lowest 1 km; due to the simpliﬁcations made during the
simulation of the surface clutter, this is likely larger than the value in actual observations. However, under
the same favorable simulated surface conditions, CS-CPR detection of these clouds is an order of magnitude
smaller than that of the EC-CPR, again an effect of the restricted range sampling rate of the former. For the
idealized surface clutter simulations in which clutter is suppressed above 500 m, EC-CPR detection of clouds
in the lowest 1 km is virtually equal to that of clouds with cloud top above 1 km, as almost no clouds are
entirely below 500 m.
Similar detections to the 1 km, 1σ FM conﬁguration may be achieved using a 10 km integration and a 3σ
detection threshold. However, this results in a coarser resolution not suitable for many cloud types and
increases the risk of false detections; for a 1 km, 1σ mask, false detections (deﬁned as proﬁles in which the
EC-CPR, but not the WACR, detects hydrometeors) are virtually zero, but this increases to approximately
3% of all cloud-containing proﬁles when a 10 km, 3σ conﬁguration is used. This is attributed primarily to
the extended along-track integration that ﬁlls in breaks between clouds. While the results of Table 2 conﬁrm
that a lower a EC-CPR detection threshold is preferable for increased detection, the FM conﬁguration also
impacts the accuracy of EC-CPR cloud boundary and reﬂectivity estimates. This is illustrated in Figures 4
and 5.
Figure 4 displays the distributions of cloud thickness measured by the ground-based radars and the EC-CPR
in the GRW and MAGIC campaigns, separated into drizzling and nondrizzling proﬁles. The presence of
drizzle within a proﬁle is determined with a height-dependent reﬂectivity threshold following Wang
and Geerts [2003]. To allow direct comparisons of the unnormalized distributions, the WACR data are
averaged along track to the 500 m EC-CPR sampling rate with EC-CPR data at longer integrations
oversampled to the same rate. The EC-CPR distributions are produced using 1σ and 3σ thresholds at a
1 km integration and a 3σ threshold at a 10 km integration. The idealized surface clutter simulated data uses
a 1 km integration and a 3σ threshold. The ground-based radar drizzle-free distributions (Figures 4a and 4c)
are centered on thicknesses of approximately 500 m, with a signiﬁcant number of proﬁles having
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Figure 4. Probability density functions of cloud thickness as measured by WACR and EC-CPR in (a) GRW drizzle-free proﬁles,
(b) GRW drizzling proﬁles, (c) MAGIC drizzle-free proﬁles, and (d) MAGIC drizzling proﬁles. PDFs are constructed by sampling
all data to 500 m along track.

thicknesses less than this. The EC-CPR, in all conﬁgurations, underrepresents these clouds due to the
stretching effect of the EC-CPR range resolution. This effect is slightly weaker in the 1 km, 3σ distributions
due to the compensating effect of the reduced sensitivity, which means that cloud boundaries are often
below the level of the noise.
The distributions of drizzling clouds are broader, particularly for the GRW campaign (Figure 4b), where thicknesses reach almost 2 km, compared to below 1.5 km for MAGIC (Figure 4d). Here the best ﬁt to the WACR
data is achieved by the reduced surface simulation data, with all other distributions biased toward lower
thickness values. This indicates that the surface clutter obscures cloud base in drizzling proﬁles (as is seen in
Figure 3), leading to an overrepresentation of shallow drizzling clouds. In both drizzling and nondrizzling
proﬁles, the accuracy of the EC-CPR-derived cloud top height (deﬁned as the midpoint of the highest range
bin within a cloud layer) is calculated (with the WACR cloud top averaged to 500 m along track, the initial
sampling rate of the EC-CPR, and the EC-CPR data oversampled to this rate). As with cloud fraction, this
depends upon the value of the FM detection threshold. Using a 1 km along-track integration and 3σ threshold, the root-mean-square error (RMSE) is 91 m and the bias is 58 m (an overestimation by the EC-CPR). Using
the same integration length and a 1σ threshold, the values are 128 m and 106 m, respectively; i.e., when a 1σ
threshold is in use, the cloud top overestimation bias is comparable in magnitude to the range sampling rate
of the EC-CPR (100 m). The improvement in cloud top accuracy attained using a 3σ threshold is the result of a
cancellation of errors, in which the stretched boundaries (which have relatively low reﬂectivities) are below
the sensitivity of the higher signiﬁcant detection threshold. Accordingly, the CS-CPR cloud top estimates contain an average bias of just 36 m due to the radarˈs reduced sensitivity relative to the EC-CPR 3σ threshold
(although the coarse sampling rate of the CS-CPR produces an RMSE of 139 m, larger than the EC-CPR values).
While beneﬁcial in this instance, such a cancellation of errors should not be relied upon as a matter of course;
instead, the EC-CPR errors may be reduced by applying the range resolution inversion process (to the 1 km,
1σ reﬂectivity ﬁeld). In proﬁles where the conditions for the application of the algorithm are met
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Figure 5. Probability density functions (PDFs) of reﬂectivity as measured by WACR and EC-CPR in (a) GRW drizzle-free
volumes, (b) GRW drizzling volumes, (c) MAGIC drizzle-free volumes, and (d) MAGIC drizzling volumes. PDFs are
constructed by sampling all data to 500 m along track and WACR vertical sampling.

(approximately one quarter of all proﬁles containing hydrometeor signals; detailed in supporting information),
the average RMSE and bias are reduced from 140 m and 124 m to 62 m and 33 m, respectively.
The WACR and EC-CPR distributions of reﬂectivity factor are shown in Figure 5, separated by campaign and
for drizzling and nondrizzling radar sampling volumes. For comparison purposes, the data are sampled along
track to the 500 m EC-CPR initial grid and vertically to the WACR range sampling rate. In volumes containing
drizzle (Figures 5b and 5d), WACR reﬂectivities peak at approximately 10 dBZ in the ground-based radar
distributions, and this is well matched by the EC-CPR in all conﬁgurations (the choice of signiﬁcant detection
threshold has no effect in high SNR drizzling volumes so the 1 km, 3σ distribution is not included in Figures 5b
and 5d). The total number of detected drizzling volumes is lower for the EC-CPR in all except the reduced
surface simulations due to the masking effect of the surface clutter in the lowest 1 km. In nondrizzling
volumes (Figures 5a and 5c), the location of the peak reﬂectivity (around 20 dBZ) is again reproduced by
the EC-CPR; however, greater reﬂectivities ( 10 dBZ and above) are overrepresented in the EC-CPR distributions. This is an effect of the EC-CPR resolution, both along track and along range, which introduces strong
drizzle signals into cloud-only volumes. At lower reﬂectivities, the effect of an increased integration or lower
signiﬁcant detection threshold on the EC-CPR sensitivity can be seen, which allows more low-reﬂectivity
features to be captured relative to the least sensitive (1 km, 3σ) conﬁguration. However, the ground-based
radar distributions contain reﬂectivity values of 40 dBZ and below, which the EC-CPR is not able to capture
in any FM conﬁguration tested here.
The average deviation between the EC-CPR and WACR reﬂectivity factor values is calculated (in logarithmic
units): at a 1 km horizontal integration and 3σ threshold, the bias is 2.1 dB (an overestimate by the EC-CPR)
and the RMSE is 5.9 dB, with very similar values present when using a 1σ threshold at the same along-track
integration. The primary sources of these errors, which are calculated by oversampling the EC-CPR data to
the WACR grid, are the range and along-track resolution of the EC-CPR, which introduce strong drizzle signals
into the surrounding low-reﬂectivity cloud, with biases of more than 10 dB often present in the uppermost
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Table 3. Average EC-CPR Velocity RMSEs at a Range of Integrations, With and Without the Application of Matched Spatial Filters

PRF (kHz)
6.5
7.0
7.5

500 m Integration
[No NUBF Correction]
(m/s)

1 km Integration
[No NUBF Correction]
(m/s)

5 km Integration
[No NUBF Correction]
(m/s)

500 m Matched
Spatial Filters
(m/s)

1 km Matched
Spatial Filters
(m/s)

5 km Matched
Spatial Filters
(m/s)

1.79 [2.02]
1.66 [1.96]
1.54 [1.85]

1.22 [1.51]
0.97 [1.37]
0.82 [1.29]

0.59 [0.70]
0.49 [0.59]
0.48 [0.60]

0.63
0.61
0.66

0.57
0.53
0.52

0.50
0.47
0.46

portions of drizzling clouds. After averaging the WACR data along track to the EC-CPR horizontal resolution
(including both along-track integration and antenna pattern resolution), the average EC-CPR bias is 1.3 dB
(1σ threshold), which is attributable to the range resolution (the introduction of a net bias due to averaging
is explained by the fact that the logarithm of a linear average is always greater than the average of the
logarithms). As with the cloud top overestimation bias, this may be reduced through the application of a
range resolution inversion. In proﬁles in which this is applied, the average bias and RMSE are reduced
from 1.2 dB and 4.8 dB to 0.1 dB and 4.1 dB, respectively. The remaining uncertainty is a mix of range
resolution, noise, and surface clutter residuals.
3.2. Drizzle Doppler Velocity
Average EC-CPR velocity RMSEs across all GRW and MAGIC cases are calculated for a range of along-track integrations, with and without the application of matched spatial ﬁlters (Table 3). Errors are estimated by
integrating the WACR velocities along track to 500 m, the initial sampling rate of the EC-CPR, and
oversampling the EC-CPR data at other integrations to this grid. EC-CPR volumes with SNR less than 0 dB are
excluded from these calculations, as are range gates below 1 km (due to the inﬂuence of the surface clutter).
At a midrange pulse repetition frequency (PRF) value of 7.0 kHz, along-track integrations of 1 km and 5 km
produce average errors of 0.97 ms 1 and 0.49 ms 1, respectively (after correction for NUBF biases). The former
is comparable in magnitude to typical Doppler velocities in drizzle, suggesting that a minimum along-track
integration of 5 km is necessary to produce reasonable uncertainties. However, increased along-track integration reduces the ability of the EC-CPR to represent the true variability of the velocity ﬁeld; this is seen in Figure 6,
which compares EC-CPR and WACR velocity ﬁelds for a portion of the GRW example case.

Figure 6. Along-track height velocity ﬁelds for a section of GRW example case, as measured by (a) WACR and EC-CPR at
(b) 1 km integration, (c) 5 km integration, and (d) 500 m integration with matched ﬁltering.
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1

Figure 7. Joint histograms of Doppler velocity (0.25 ms bin width) versus height for GRW and MAGIC example cases,
measured by (a and b) WACR and EC-CPR at (c and d) 1 km integration, (e and f) 5 km integration, and (g and h) 500 m
integration with matched spatial ﬁlters applied. The solid and dashed lines show the mean velocity 1 standard deviation
as a function of height, with WACR plots reproduced in red over EC-CPR histograms.

Alternatively, matched ﬁltering of the EC-CPR velocity ﬁeld produces uncertainties of 0.61 ms 1 at the initial
500 m sampling rate (PRF of 7.0 kHz), which may be reduced to 0.53 ms 1 through subsequent integration
to 1 km. This is comparable to that achieved through a standard 5 km along-track integration while better
preserving the horizontal resolution of the EC-CPR. These uncertainties are slightly worse than the 0.5 ms 1
at the 500 m sampling rate reported in Sy et al. [2014], achieved using the same method of ﬁlter optimization. In Sy et al. [2014], however, a range of cloud types (e.g., stratiform rain, snowstorms, and cirrus and
cumulus clouds) were considered, as opposed to stratiform clouds in this study; this affects the true
EC-CPR velocity error (as a combination of random noise, NUBF residuals, range resolution errors, etc.)
and thus the performance of the ﬁlters.
It is not immediately apparent what causes the increase in the 500 m ﬁltered velocity error when the
PRF is increased from 7.0 kHz to 7.5 kHz or why this increase is reversed after subsequent integration
to 1–5 km. A possible explanation for the former is that the method of ﬁlter optimization described in
Sy et al. [2014] relies on the assumption that random noise is the only error source in the EC-CPR velocity
ﬁeld. If other error sources are negligible, this assumption is approximately valid and the ﬁlter performs
well. However, as other sources of error become proportionally larger (i.e., when PRF is increased and the
random noise errors decrease), this assumption breaks down and the ﬁlter matching method is less
appropriate. This would also explain the relatively small increase in uncertainty when decreasing the
PRF from 7.0 kHz to 6.5 kHz (compared to the equivalent change in error of the 5 km integration, nonﬁltered velocity ﬁeld), as the changes in ﬁlter optimization and random noise partially cancel out.
The 5 km integration velocity ﬁeld also sees a smaller than expected error reduction after the PRF is
increased from 7.0 kHz to 7.5 kHz. As with the ﬁltered velocity ﬁelds, this is likely due to there being several
sources of velocity uncertainty. Changes to PRF inﬂuence the random noise component of the velocity error
but not NUBF residuals or range resolution errors, giving rise to a lower limit to the velocity uncertainty that
depends upon the EC-CPR resolution and the variability within the cloud scene.
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Velocity-height relations of the WACR and EC-CPR velocity ﬁelds for the GRW and MAGIC example cases are
shown in Figure 7. The EC-CPR velocities in Figure 7 are produced using 1 km and 5 km along-track integrations and a 500 m integration with matched spatial ﬁlters applied. In both cases, the WACR velocities
(Figures 7a and 7b) show similar relations with height. At cloud top, velocities tend toward zero. Toward cloud
base, the mean velocity decreases to approximately 1 ms 1 at 500 m, where drizzle dominates the mean
reﬂectivity-weighted velocity. The EC-CPR tends to overestimate the mean velocity in all cases due to it being
a reﬂectivity-weighted velocity average, with higher reﬂectivities generally indicating larger droplets and
therefore larger fall speeds. This effect is most prevalent in the 5 km integration proﬁle, indicating that, for
direct comparison with average velocity proﬁles of ground-based radars, higher resolution (i.e., shorter integration) data may be preferable despite the corresponding increase in variation about the mean. In the lowest 1 km, EC-CPR velocities are biased to zero due to the surfaceˈs stationary velocity and strong reﬂectivity,
reducing the usefulness of velocities within these range gates.

4. Conclusions
Global observations of marine stratiform clouds are key to improve our understanding of these cloud systems
and subsequently improve their representation and feedback in future climate simulations. The upcoming
EarthCARE CPR, scheduled to launch in 2019, is expected to continue and expand the observational record
of the NASA CloudSat CPR. The EC-CPR features several improvements over the CS-CPR, including a higher
range sampling rate, increased sensitivity, and the addition of Doppler capability. Here ground-based radar
observations of marine stratiform clouds are used as input to an EC-CPR simulator, and the ability of the
EC-CPR to detect marine stratocumulus clouds, retrieve their boundaries, and measure their Doppler velocities is evaluated. A range resolution inversion technique and matched spatial ﬁltering of Doppler velocities
are tested as possible methodologies of reducing EC-CPR measurement errors.
Along-track integration and the choice of threshold for detection in the FM algorithm are found to signiﬁcantly impact EC-CPR cloud detection and boundary accuracy. The EC-CPR detects between 70 and 80% of
the clouds detected by the ground-based WACRs depending on integration length and signiﬁcant detection
threshold; this is signiﬁcantly lower than would be predicted by applying a sensitivity threshold to the
ground-based data due to the effect of the EC-CPR range resolution and sampling rate. For clouds contained
entirely in the lowest 1 km, EC-CPR detection is limited, although it is found to be an order of magnitude
greater than CS-CPR detection of the same clouds.
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The coarse range resolution of the EC-CPR introduces signiﬁcant errors to derived cloud boundaries, particularly when compared to the shallow thickness of these cloud systems. Using a 1σ detection threshold, EC-CPR
cloud top contains an average overestimation bias comparable to the radarˈs range sampling rate of 100 m
and an RMSE of 130 m. If a 3σ detection threshold is used, these values are slightly lower at 60 m and 90 m,
respectively. The range resolution also introduces an average reﬂectivity bias of 1.3 dB (at a 1 km integration
and either signiﬁcant detection threshold). By applying a constrained linear inversion to the EC-CPR range
resolution, the aforementioned biases are reduced to 30 m (1σ detection threshold) and 0.1 dB, respectively.
However, the resolution inversion is limited in its applicability by surface clutter and noise, such that it may be
applied in only one quarter of clouds in this data set. The conditions for application should be met more regularly in higher, thicker clouds such as cirrus.
Horizontal integration of 5 km is found to be necessary to reduce the average EC-CPR Doppler velocity error
to approximately 0.5 ms 1, while integration of 1 km produces errors of close to 1 ms 1. These errors are not
negligible when compared with average velocity magnitudes of 1 ms 1 within drizzling clouds. By applying
matched spatial ﬁlters to the EC-CPR Doppler velocity ﬁeld, uncertainties of 0.6 ms 1 are achievable while
preserving the EC-CPR initial sampling rate of 500 m or 0.5 ms 1 by integrating the ﬁltered velocity ﬁeld along
track to 1 km. Velocities within the lowest 1 km are biased toward zero by the stationary surface return and
are therefore limited in their value.
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